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Disclaimer:
This is not a presentation on how to get rich quick
Views expressed are my own and do not represent the
views of organisations that I work for or have worked for
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“Inventions and Start-ups from Basic Research”
 The Interplay between Basic and Applied Research

Scope

 The University as an Engine of Innovation
 The Role of University Technology Transfer Offices

 The Triumphs and the Perils of Entrepreneurship
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“We help a team or individual through the invention
disclosure procedure (funding the patent and IP
protection); provide market research; and help to
develop a proof of concept” – Russ Cummings, CEO of
Imperial Innovations

#1: Spin-out
vs. license
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Factors which favour licensing vs. spin-out

#1: Spin-out
vs. license

Subject

Condition

Intellectual
Property

• Narrow IP position
• New IP unlikely
• Background IP dominated by third party (i.e.
there is only one potential licensee)
• The IP alone (±data) is sufficient for licensing
• Significant post-licence support not needed

Inventor

• Technology not core to inventor’s current/future
research
• Pressure to generate cash upfront or to bring in
research income promptly

Market opportunity • Incremental technology/improvement in
vs. Investment
established/mature market
required
• Area is unattractive to investors currently
• Market too small to justify even a small
investment
• Spin-out would need major, long-term, high-risk
investment
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Factors which favour licensing vs. spin-out

#1: Spin-out
vs. license

Subject

Condition

Resources

• The best management, development skills and
facilities already reside in a third-party business
• The technology could be progressed using
consultants and project managers in-house if
further development were required
• No suitable management can be found for a spinout

Technology

• Single market, validated application and/or
component of a larger system
• Technology readiness level and supporting data
suffice to attract a licensee (or can be quickly
generated at modest cost)

Availability of
prospective
licensees

• Target licensees can be readily identified in a
concentrated market (not too many players,
market not too fragmented)
• A ready made licensee is available who could act
as a launch customer
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Factors which favour licensing vs. spin-out

#1: Spin-out
vs. license

Subject

Condition

Control and
influence

• Imperial Innovations is content to remain remote
from the control of the development by licensing
to a third party

Economics

• The overall, long-term value to Imperial
Innovations is estimated to be greater from third
party licensing than from a spin-out

Business case

• A stand-alone business case cannot be made. A
technology, not a company
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Comments on
licensing

 Licensing is attractive because it is a low CAPEX option,
however….
 Securing broad, fundamental and undisputed patents
is difficult
 Commercial organisations unlikely to in-license
ungranted patents
 Organisations often see royalties as a kind of tax and
will try to minimise royalty payments over time
 Difficult to predict what territorial coverage is needed
 Licensor has little control over capital investments
and/or pricing – royalty streams can be unpredictable
 Expect companies to want exclusivity and an
“evergreen” license or pipeline agreement
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What
percentage of
inventions
become startups?

 Approximately 5-10% of inventions meet the criteria
necessary to become a start-up company
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The number of
University
spin-outs in
the UK
appears to be
increasing
[Ref: spinoutsuk quarterly journal, Oct 2015, Issue 17]
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#2: Build a
platform not a
product

 A common definition says that Basic research is driven by
curiosity with the main motivation being to expand
fundamental knowledge
 Usually there is no immediately obvious commercial value
to the discoveries that result from basic research
 Basic research is often seen as laying down the foundation
for the applied science that follows
 It is not usually possible to predict exactly what is going to
develop from basic research or when
 There appears to be an increasing emphasis on applied
research from Governments
 There needs to be a balance between basic and applied
research
 “If we only did applied research, we would still be making
better spears” - George Smoot of Lawrence Berkeley
National Lab
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 André Bernanose was the first to observe
electroluminescence in organic materials in 1954. The
application of this basic discovery took more than 30
years to be realised
 Basic research at the Melville and Cavendish
laboratories in Cambridge on conductive polymers led
to the first light emitting polymer

Example

 CDT was spun-out of the University of Cambridge in
1992 to commercialise P-OLED
 Plastic Logic was formed in 2000 to commercialise OTFTs
 More recently, Eight-19 was founded in 2010 to
promote O-PVs
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 CDT developed a library of emitters, hole and electron
transport layers, hole and electron blocking layers to
boost lifetimes and efficiencies of RGB LEPs for display
and solid-state lighting applications

Build a
platform not a
product
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#3: Funding
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 How long will it take?
 How much money will be needed?

Considerations

 Is there a large addressable market?

 If the spin-out route is chosen, what are the terms of
license agreement between the university and the
company?
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 Angel Investors invest in companies during the high
risk seed stage and very early stage

Angel
Investors

 Angels tend to be individuals investing their own
money as opposed to VCs that manage the money
invested in funds by multiple people
 They fill in the gap between “friends and family” and
more traditional VCs
 Angel Investors may ask for a significant share in the
business and/or an executive role or a seat on the Board
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 VCs typically provide funds to early-stage, highpotential, growth companies

Venture
Capitalists (VC)

 Venture capital fund is a pooled investment vehicle
that primarily invests the capital of third party
investors in enterprises that are too risky for standard
capital markets or bank loans
 VCs will expect a multiple of their investment on exit
 Initial Public Offering (IPO)
 Sale of the company
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 Venture capitalists are often compensated through a
combination of management fees and carried interest

Know Your
Venture
Capitalists

 They typically receive 2% of the funds’ committed
capital as a management fee and an additional 20% of
the funds’ net profits
 The structure of the VC fund determines the type of
company they are interested in
 VC funds have a finite lifespan (often 10 years)
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 It often takes longer for a start-up to be successful than
expected and sometime a down-round is required
 Universities often do not have the financial means,
desire or experience to invest in every investment
round

Universities as
shareholders

 If the University does not invest in all rounds, it will get
diluted and likely suffer degrading liquidation rights
 Concerns over dilution or preference/liquidation rights
can lead to direct or passive resistance to funding the
opportunity properly or lead to difficulties and delay in
agreeing a term sheet
 Delay or lack of funding can kill the start-up
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 Universities are better off seeking returns from licensing
rather than equity
 If universities want to be financial investors, set up a VC
company like Imperial innovations who can partner with top
tier financial investors

How can the
University
make a return?

 The university technology transfer office’s job is to make the
license deal as attractive as possible to potential (high
quality) investors
 This can be done by loading returns toward exit or when the
start-up achieves significant revenues
 There are opportunities to achieve significant returns when
IP ownership transfers, e.g. on acquisition or flotation
 License terms should be structured to reduce the drag on
the early cash flow of spin-out companies and also such that
the chances of seed investment funding is maximised
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 The person behind an idea is often as important as the idea
itself
 Introducing VCs to talented people can be more powerful
than specific innovations
 Expect the role of the inventor to change as the company
matures

#4: The
inventor

 The inventor will probably not run the company
 Usually academics are relatively inexperienced in founding,
growing, and managing successful companies and this can
be an impediment to investment
 There is often anguish for the academics involved in a startup – e.g. resulting from conflicts associated with the need to
publish vs. a need for the spin-out to keep secret an
invention or know-how
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 A great idea does not necessarily lead to a successful
company

#5: Hire the
best
management
team possible

 “It is ultimately the quality of the management team
that builds successful companies rather than their
technology”
Market
 Traits:
-

Appropriate skillset
Start-up experience
Team fit
Shared vision
Passion

Management

Technology

[Ref: www.forbes.com/sites/georgedeeb/2014/10/22/the-top-5-traits-needed-for-a-startup-management-team/]
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#6: Plan for
the best –
expect the
worst

"Gartner Hype Cycle"
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Management

 It is difficult to create sustainable competitive advantage
 Founders are rarely managers
 Changing situations require flexible and experienced
managers
 CEO needs market knowledge – access to customers,
trends, an understanding of what deals are possible
 Chairman needs industry background – networks, investor
contacts, government or industry contacts
 Experience leads to fewer mistakes – most start-ups fail
because of avoidable mistakes
 Good managers can tell which “frogs are
worth kissing…..and which puppies need to
be drowned”
[Ref: Paul Atherton – Nexeon Chairman]
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 Jim Falendar (Dow Corning) used to say that Innovation
requires balance between creativity and discipline

Bonus: The
Innovation
triangle

 A start-up requires a lot of creativity in the early days
but it also needs discipline in executing its IP strategy
and business plan
Innovation
 Too much process will
kill agility

Creativity

Discipline
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#7: Hire an IP
Manager

 How you develop your patent portfolio depends on your
business plan and intended exit – a premium will be paid for
a start-up with high gross margins resulting from a patentenabled monopoly protection for its products and services
 License-in if necessary to complement key patents
 Use placeholder patent applications to ensure early priority
dates and follow up with divisional applications
 Decide on your key territories and use accelerated patent
examination when required – it is a challenge to balance
coverage with cost
 Use good attorneys who are experts in your field (as
opposed to large firms) to manage costs and to maximise
interaction/feedback
 For investors, a strong patent portfolio offers “down-side”
protection for an investment
 It is difficult to license ungranted patents – use accelerated
examination if appropriate/available
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 Business plans from Universities are usually not welldeveloped in terms of what matters most to VCs
 Business plans should:

#8:Technology
Transfer office








Be free of “academic jargon”
Present ideas in business rather than technological terms
Communicate the potential capital requirements
Explain the path to market
Identify the expected return on investment
Avoid “solutions in search of problems”
(i.e. the market should exist, be large and growing)

 An effective University Technology Transfer office can
help…or can destroy the opportunity
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 Too many TTOs seek to maximise short term gains from
licensing – this can put off investors

Pitfalls for the
University TTO
to avoid

 TTOs should avoid aggressive up-front payments, unrealistic
expectations on foreground IP, unsustainable royalty rates,
IP maintenance provisions, claw-back and/or restrictive
covenants
 Seek to maximise returns on an exit or change of control
 Statistically speaking any university will be much better off
by increasing the chances of success of all of their spin-out
companies, rather than trying to extracting the maximum
short-term ‘benefit’ from each and every license deal
(Ref: Ian Maxwell - http://ipstrategy.com/2013/01/31/why-universitiesare-the-worst-shareholders-for-spin-out-companies/)
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 Engage potential customers as early as possible – they
will give you invaluable feedback

#9: Engage
with potential
customers as
early as
possible

 Hold firm on IP terms when sampling to protect the
business
 Be selective – choose partners that can help accelerate
technology development
 An evaluation fee can help separate the curious from
the serious

 Stay in stealth mode with one or two selected partners
for as long as possible
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 Why do you need an exit strategy?
(a well thought out exit strategy will enable you to
market the opportunity to potential investors and
maximise returns)
 A planned exit is far better than a forced exit

#10: Plan your
exit

 An exit strategy will influence how the business is
funded, organised and managed
(articles of association, investor approvals, liquidation
preferences, commercial commitments, change of
control provisions)
 When? How? On-going control or involvement? Tax
implications?
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 The maximum financial benefit to a university can be
achieved via a trade sale (when a corporation buys a
start-up) company or flotation (when the start-up lists
on a public market)

Exit value

 This is the right time for the TTO to extract a success
fee, and it just also happens to be the time when the
technology has been substantially de-risked (successful
demonstrated by reducing to practice commercially)
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So what’s it
like in a startup?

 Be prepared for your start-up to take over your life - running a
start-up is not like having a regular job - it never stops
 Expect an emotional roller-coaster ride - In a start-up, things
seem great one moment and hopeless a few hours later
 Persistence is the key - persistence is often more important
than intelligence in a start-up
 Think long-term – Expect everything to take 3x longer than you
imagine – don’t be tempted to sacrifice long term value for a
modest short term gain
 Engage potential customers as early as possible – they will
give you invaluable feedback
 Be adaptive and opportunistic – developing the business model
is a creative, adaptive process
 Be flexible – you will be writing business plans and pitching to
investors one day and unblocking toilets the next
 Rewards - there is nothing…..nothing that beats the sense of
satisfaction that comes from growing a successful business
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Thank you
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